
Project on a page - Autumn 2

Project Summary: Precision Project Launch: Essential Question: SOLE Questions:

A look at the local area and the 
history of mining and shipbuilding. 
The main focus is to provide context 
for ‘Properties of Materials’ science 
unit and investigations.

Create a ‘mining ambience’ in the 
classrooms. Children to watch a 
video from a child’s perspective. The 
life of a child miner.

How would have scientific knowledge 
saved your life in 1900’s Wallsend?

Would you have been a miner or a 
shipbuilder?

Industry Experts: Outdoor Learning Links: Culture & Diversity: Career/ Entrepreneurial Opportunities: 

Shipbuilders, Miners, Scientists Properties of Materials Faith playing a role in industry Scientists, Engineers, Structural Design

Mini Outcome 1: 

Curriculum Areas: History Peer Critique & Multiple Drafting: Peer critique items for movie.

Create a movie to showcase the local area during the mining and shipbuilding era.

Mini Outcome 2: 

Curriculum Areas: Art & History Peer Critique & Multiple Drafting: Multiple drafting of art.

Create an  illustration of the mining/shipbuilding era.

Mini Outcome 3: 

Curriculum Areas: Science & History Peer Critique & Multiple Drafting: Peer Critique of Science experiments.

Design a list of equipment that could have saved lives during the mining and shipbuilding era.

Year 5 - Medium Term Plan 



Literacy - Impact Grid - Description

Informative Scene
Setting

Emotive

Helps the 
Reader to 
Visualise - Senses!

Impact on the Reader

Purpose/audience

Skills

To create a local history 
book for our school area 
(Quarantine lasting 
legacy!)

Coordinating 
Conjunctions

Convert Nouns and Adjectives into Verbs using Suffixes

Relative clause

Parenthesis

Expanded Noun Phrase

Book - A Town is by the Sea



Literacy - Impact Grid - Diary

understand
the 
character

Finding out
about key 
events

Feel emotions

Impact on the Reader

Purpose/audience

Skills

To create a local history 
book for our school area 
(Quarantine lasting 
legacy!)

Expanded Noun Phrase

Words for CohesionCommas to Clarify Meaning or 
Avoid Ambiguity 

Adverbials of 
Time/Place

Parenthesis

Book - A Town is by the Sea

Attention grabbing 
introduction.

Include feelings and 
thoughts.

Helps you 
understand  a 
period of time.

Impact of 
events on 
character.

Emotive and 
specific 
descriptive 
language.

Past 
tense.

Informal writing 
techniques.



Literacy - Impact Grid - Newspaper

Information Different
Giving opinions

Share Make 
Knowledge you act

Provoke thought

Impact on the Reader

Purpose/audience

Skills

To create a local history 
book for our school area 
(Quarantine lasting 
legacy!)

Coordinating/Subordinating/Contrasting Conjunctions

Words for 
Cohesion

Adverbials for 
Tense Choices

Expanded Noun PhraseParenthesis

Book - A Town is by the Sea



Literacy - Impact Grid - Information Text

Informative

Gives more
detail

Learning
experience

Impact on the Reader

Purpose/audience

Skills

To create a local history 
book for our school area 
(Quarantine lasting 
legacy!)

Parenthesis

Expanded Noun Phrase

Book - A Town is by the Sea

Structured 
paragraphs with 
subheadings.

Subject 
related 
facts.

Formal 
language



Maths  - S Plans 
Topic: Using models 
to explore problem 
solving 



Basic Skills 
Practice:

Spellings and Times Tables - Ed Shed 

Project  

Create a profile 
of someone from 

the past. This 
could be a family 
member, friend 

or someone else! 
What did they do 
for a job? Where 

did they live?

Carry out 
outdoor 
research. Visit 
the Rising Sun 
Country Park or 
take a trip on 
the Waggonways.  
Take photos of 
your trip and 
create a photo 
album on 
Keynote.

Reflect on the 
changing 
seasons.  Use 
your pencil 
sketching skills 
to draw a tree 
now the leaves 
have fallen off.  

Think about 
adding light and 
shade to add 
depth to your 
illustration.

Can you build 
your own ship? 
Just like they did 
at the shipyards!

Create a diary 
entry of your 
weekend.  
Include as many 
events as your 
can.

Create your own 
miners banner! 
Use the link for 
examples…..
https://www.d
urhambanner
makers.co.uk/

Become Super 
Scientist! 

-Observe a glass of 
salt water over a 
few days….what 
changes occur?

-What different 
materials dissolve 

in water? 

Remember to upload your work to Seesaw! 

Half Termly Homework Grid Year 5 - Autumn 2020 

This half term our project question is ‘How would scientific knowledge save lives in the 1900’s?’  Here are your homework challenges for this term. 

https://www.durhambannermakers.co.uk/
https://www.durhambannermakers.co.uk/
https://www.durhambannermakers.co.uk/

